
Live life high... Safely. It’s all FREE at 

www.HowNOTtoHighline.com

We break sh#t and do human testingLearn and Laugh



Ryan Jenks walking 275 meter
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ELEPHANT ROCK HIGHLINES
A perfect year around highline area since there are no 
road closures like Taft, no bird closures like Rostrum, 
and no climbing required like LAS.  The approach is 
even shorter than the Rostrum.

All anchors are 3 bolt glue ins.  The 30m wraps a giant 
boulder on one side and shares the bolts with the 
275m on the other side.
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Ryan Jenks on 163 meter
Garrison on 35 meter
               Photo: Kimberly Weglin
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Classic highlining with a short hike.  Access the 
Rostrum by rappelling o� tree into notch, climb an 
easy but airy short 5.6 with .4-2” cams.  Use the 
climbing rope as your tag line.  The 20m is o� level.  
The 35m is amazing. To tag the far side use a �shing 
line and pole from up high on ramp and reel in the 
tag.  Everything is bolted except far side of 163m.  
DON’T wrap house size boulder.  It may not be 
attached to wall enough, so wrap the smaller 
boulders behind it and just use the big one as an A 
frame.  60m rope jumps are rigged o� the 100m.

Easy, short, but airy
5.6 climb to access 
the Rostrum side



Garrison Rowland 
Rostrum 163 meter
            Photo: Kim Weglin



Mauro Poletti walking 195 meter
     Photo: Ryan Jenks
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TAFT POINT HIGHLINES

Taft is a classic and popular area because it’s very 
exposed and easy to rig (the short lines at least).  
Due to the short hike and the scenic views, this area 
has many park visitors unlike most other highline 
areas in the valley.  This is also where the largest line 
in Yosemite has been set up numerous times at 291 
meters or 954 feet long.  This in theory could be 
rigged o� the bolts for the 50m but it is more 
common to rig o� the boulders behind them in 
order to make it as level as possible.  The far side is 
either obvious trees to wrap or a scorpion boulder 
wrap for the 195m.  Toss tag line down the Taft Point 
side and rappel o� the low angle side to get it and 
pull it back up.  REALLY PAD your anchor and 
webbing when rigging the 50m.

All short lines have 3 glue in bolt anchors
Far side is rigged o� trees or boulders



LOST ARROW HIGHLINES
The most classic highline area in the world.  There is 
so much slackline history around this rock including 
the very �rst (high) highline sent by Scott Balcom in 
1985.  The hike is brutal, the climb is technical but 
the exposure is unreal.  All rappels are bolted to 
access the wall side anchors.  The 16m (55ft) classic 
requires 3” to 4” cams.  A 50m rappel brings you to 4 
glue in bolts for the 50m highline.  A 10m rappel 
brings you to 3 glue in bolts for the 33m highline.  
The spire has 2 glue in bolts for each of the 3 lines.  
Extensive video beta can be found on youtube at 
HowNOTtoHighline.

Kim Weglin on 50m
Ryan Jenks on 16m
Kyle Lovett  on 33m
Friedi Kühne on spire
Lukas Irmler on spire
       Photo: Zollie Goodman
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